
What Is Zimbra Collaboration?
Zimbra Collaboration is the world’s leading open source platform for email, 
messaging and collaboration — trusted by more than 5,000 companies 
and public sector customers, and over 500 million end users, in over 140 
countries. Zimbra includes complete email, contacts, calendar, file sharing, 
tasks, full-featured messaging and videoconferencing, and it can all be 
accessed from the Zimbra Web client via any device. You can deploy Zimbra as 
a traditional on-prem install or through a Zimbra hosting provider.

Key 8.8 Features
Zimbra Collaboration 8.8 includes powerful new technology and 
enhancements that make this the most competitive version of Zimbra yet, 
while still continuing to deliver on our consistent strengths of:

• Lowest TCO in the industry
• Best-in-class security and privacy
• Most diverse deployment options 
• Greatest extensibility of any email platform

Zimbra Talk V2
Enterprise-level messaging now available as an  
addition to the Zimbra Web Client, with no  
third-party products and simple installation.  
Available in Zimbra Network Edition 8.8.8!

• 1:1 and group messaging
• 1:1 and group videoconferencing
• Buddy list management and presence
• Message delivery and read awareness
• File sharing
• Screen sharing
• Corporate messaging (Spaces and Channels)
• Channel videoconferencing with  

unlimited participants
• Emojis
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Realtime Backup and Restore
Zimbra’s new realtime backup and restore engine backs up every single 
item and event on your server with split second precision. It’s designed 
to avoid data loss using atomic and ever-consistent algorithms, while still 
saving disk space — up to 50% — thanks to an intelligent deduplication 
and compression system. It offers six restore features, from a single-
item restore to complete disaster recovery. All of the restore modes are 
transparent to the end-user and are 100% OS, architecture and version 
independent. 
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Delegated Admin
In minutes, you can now grant Delegated Admin rights to users, allowing them to 
perform management tasks such as setting quotas, COS and user limits for your 
domains. Keep track of your Delegated Admins’ actions and your domain status 
with new reporting features, straight from your Zimbra Administration Console 
thanks to the dedicated Administration Zimlet.

Mobile Sync
What’s new about Zimbra’s mobile sync functionality? Users can now 
sync their shared Zimbra items along with all of their other Zimbra 
data. Using Exchange ActiveSync protocol, which is natively supported 
by the vast majority of mobile devices, your data will always be at your 
fingertips, without any middle-ware or dedicated client.

HSM
Featuring advanced Zimbra store management and HSM, you can now 
manage multiple volumes and HSM policies through your Zimbra 
Administration Console. Save up to 50% of your valuable storage space, 
easily expand your Zimbra server by adding new volumes at will, and 
improve your server performance by splitting the I/O load onto different 
storage media and different tiers of storage equipment.

Zimbra Drive
Also available in all versions of Zimbra is Zimbra Drive, our updated file sync and share functionality. Built on the 
ownCloud/Nextcloud platform, Zimbra Drive provides seamless synchronization and sharing of files between your 
users, wherever they are and on any device. 
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